1. **Layout –** Do we need to provide now, or after we are awarded the bid? If so, do we have access to a CAD drawing of the room? In regards to RFQ 22-0201, do you have a CAD of the room or dimensions so we can provide the requested layout?
   Layout plan can be provided after the bid is awarded. The room dimensions are 96 ft. wide by 63 ft. long.

2. **What type of consoles? Are we planning on any entertainment or connected options?**
   A basic console; no need for connection options.

3. **Cable stack, is it a jungle gym, and if so how many stacks? Or is it a functional trainer?**
   Ideally it will be a jungle gym with an 8-stack but a 5-stack can be also presented as an alternate for price comparisons.

4. **What size dumbbell rack, and how many dumbbells/what sizes?**
   One set of dumbbells 5 to 75 lbs. and rack (15 pairs - 5 lbs., 10 lbs., 15 lbs., etc.).

5. **Curl Bench? Is that a utility bench, or a preacher curl?**
   Preacher curl

6. **Should we provide Olympic plates as well for the benches, and squat racks?**
   No

7. **Should we provide any kettle bells, slam balls, TRX or other accessories?**
   No

8. **Will you require barbells, and clamps to go with them for all the squat racks and Olympic benches?**
   No

9. **Is there any chance to meet with staff virtually to ask about what models they are interested in and also we can help introduce them to our product line?**
   YWCA recommends that bidder proposes alternates to demonstrate different levels of quality and/or product lines and list alternates for product lines being proposed.

10. **How long is the YWCA planning on keeping this equipment? If you plan on keeping for a while, we may want to look at extended warranties?**
    YWCA intends to have to keep this equipment as long as possible. We recommend that you provide as an alternate option the cost of extended warranties.

11. **Also do you have a specific manufacturer you are using for your specifications?**
    No